
Question Remark
1. What are the areas in which he/she has worked? (He/She should be able to answer with areas like 
SD/MM/FI-CO & etc...)
2. How do you release change requests in your module and how often do you release them? (Very few 
candidates who have really worked with SAP will answer this question)
3. How do you create tasks? What is the max number of tasks you created in your previous projects 
(Expect a minimum of 1)?
4. What is the difference between task and change request? Is it possible to release a change request 
without releasing a task?
4. Does functional module level configuration come under workbench request or customizing request?
5. What is the landscape you are following? In which one do you prefer to test functional module level 
changes? (If he/she has really worked with SAP, he/she can say 2/3 systems. You cannot test global 
customization on dev. or production test systems.)
1. How to pass strings as parametres in methods of ABAP Object Class?
2. Which command in ABAP Editor to be used to improve the readability of the program code ?a) syntax 
checkb)...
3. What is the difference between SY-TABIX and SY-INDEX
4. Describe interactive report classical report and ALVAlso what is the difference in them and why
5. How to update the Bank Master Records from FedWire and FedACH in SAP R/3
6. how to find Tcode reports and the tables with in the given Tcode
7. What is the Typical Structure?
8. What is difference between Time constraint two, and three. What are the general function modules in 
Organization...
9. 1. How to navigate basic list to secondary list? 2. Have you created any transactions? 3. How can...
10. Hey All! Can some one tell me what does a command mean in a subscript?
11. please send me infotech interview question papers based on SAP(ABAP/4).
12. Please send BDC interview questions
13. What is the difference between Table control and custom control?
14. how to maintain prefix no in tr.code sale
15. # Which component gives you better visibility ? (pritty Printer)
16. # Smartform uses wisely then selection screen, why ?
17. How do we secure a custom table, custom program and a custom transaction code? What are the 
alternative...
18. What does an extract statement do in the ABAP program?
19. How many types of tables exists and what are they in data dictionary?Ans :- 4 types of tables 
20. What is a batch input session?

Latest Questions in ABAP Interview Questions

1. How to pass strings as parametres in methods of ABAP Object Class?
2. Which command in ABAP Editor to be used to improve the readability of the program code ?a) syntax 
checkb)...
3. What is the difference between SY-TABIX and SY-INDEX
4. what is the difference between SE38 and SE80?
5. Describe interactive report classical report and ALVAlso what is the difference in them and why
6. How can we disable a input text box in module pool ?
7. How to update the Bank Master Records from FedWire and FedACH in SAP R/3
8. What is the difference between checktable and search help
9. how to find Tcode reports and the tables with in the given Tcode
10. How to Put in the Break-Point In Smart forms?
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Un-Answered in SAP R/3 Sales & Distribution

1. What are the documents that get generated from Qoutation to Billing ?What is Excise Invoice?
2. What is use of condition supplements in pricing?In pricing procedure determination ( OVKK) why we 
3. How can we link enquiry, quotation & sales order
4. If you need to allow only some users to be able to remove sales order block for delivery. What will 
5. What happens if two plants maintain the same material used in intercompany at different standard 
6. What are the settings to be made for issue goods issue from sales order stock?
7. Give an example of gap analysis with solution with regard to SAP SD?
8. Explain by an example the tax structure of any company?
9. What are the settings to be made after PGI for an account to be debited/credited ? i.e account doc 
10. what is the difference between General item category group and Item category group in Material 
11. how to configure pod.where to enter pod no in billing doc.how idoc is triggered
12. what are tickets available in implementation project in sd module.
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